Gambling Is Deep In The Blood Of Mexicans

Have you ever noticed there are only two beautiful buildings in Tijuana?
And which ones?
The Agua Caliente Racetrack and the Jai Alai Palace.
Campaign cash goes up in smoke

The fundraiser includes more than 12,000 names, and the largest single contribution was a $5,000 check from the San Francisco Medical Society. Their report, which was made public last week, showed that the city has spent an estimated $3.1 million on campaign costs since 1983. This is a significant amount compared to the $2.5 million spent by the city in 1984. The city has also cut back on its spending, with the largest single contribution coming from the San Francisco Medical Society.

The report also included a list of the top contributors, which showed that the city has spent an estimated $3.1 million on campaign costs since 1983. The largest single contribution was a $5,000 check from the San Francisco Medical Society. Their report, which was made public last week, showed that the city has spent an estimated $3.1 million on campaign costs since 1983. This is a significant amount compared to the $2.5 million spent by the city in 1984. The city has also cut back on its spending, with the largest single contribution coming from the San Francisco Medical Society.

A fare box named undesirable "Cubic Corporation is not a monopoly," says the company's chief executive officer. "But it's not fair to say that we're the only ones in the market. We're competing with other companies and their fare boxes."

The company's fare box, which is used by many transit agencies, is not the only one in the market. There are other fare box systems available, and Cubic is one of the companies that offers them. The company's fare box is not a monopoly, and it competes with other systems in the market.

The company's fare box, which is used by many transit agencies, is not the only one in the market. There are other fare box systems available, and Cubic is one of the companies that offers them. The company's fare box is not a monopoly, and it competes with other systems in the market.

Don't let this statistic scare you

The California Highway Patrol (CHP) has released a report that shows that the state's road safety has improved significantly over the past decade. The report, which is based on data from the CHP, shows that the number of fatalities on California's roads has decreased by 11% since 2007. This is a significant decrease, and it shows that the state's road safety has improved.

The report, which is based on data from the CHP, shows that the number of fatalities on California's roads has decreased by 11% since 2007. This is a significant decrease, and it shows that the state's road safety has improved.
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Campaign cash goes up in smoke
The tobacco and liquor stores have made a fortune by the boom that has hit the nation. But the state of Oregon has seen a boom that has hit the nation. It has seen a boom that has hit the nation.

Keno guns come to town

The town is in the midst of a boom that has hit the nation. But the state of Oregon has seen a boom that has hit the nation. It has seen a boom that has hit the nation.

SAFETY BLONDE TOWERS OVER MEN IN HER TRADE

By Melinda Powelson

The town is in the midst of a boom that has hit the nation. But the state of Oregon has seen a boom that has hit the nation. It has seen a boom that has hit the nation.

CONGRESSMAN HUNTER ‘BOAT UP’ AT VIRGINIA MEETING

By Thomas K. Arnold

The town is in the midst of a boom that has hit the nation. But the state of Oregon has seen a boom that has hit the nation. It has seen a boom that has hit the nation.
Safety Blonde

A safety blonde is a model with natural blonde hair, typically used for advertising or public appearances to promote safety or awareness campaigns.
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Apparel Zone

MOTHER'S DAY CLOTHING SALE

Thursday, May 6 - Sunday, May 9

Being a Mom isn't an easy job.

So this weekend buy her a gift to show her how much you appreciate all she has done for you.

This weekend only

All Women's Merchandise

25% OFF

already low ticketed prices

Not valid with any other offer.

And receive FREE a surprising name-brand make-up kit or agenda with any purchase of $30 or more.

Apparel Zone

Where you can find the hottest name-brand clothing for the entire family at 50%-60% below retail every day.

Paciific Bend

Kamaboko

931 Garnet Ave.

463-2116

SFDU

6601 S. Copper Blvd.

838 Center Stry Fx.

460-8070

APPEAL.
IS DOING IT ALL DOING YOU IN?

The job. The kids. The family... Women of today have many roles. Sometimes it's too much. Join Southwood Treatment Centers in our new Outpatient Services designed for women. Our evening sessions will deal with:

- Interpersonal Relationships
- Job Stress
- Assertiveness
- Communication Skills

Call 585-4620 for more information.
READ "LIVING WITH HIV"

FOR A FREE COPY CALL 1-800-HIV-INFO

CUSTOM HOSES

We can print your logo on anything!

277-1886

Mugs

Pole Shirts

Sports Bottles

T-Shirts

Custom Hoses

Silkscreening - Embroidery - Ad Specialties

277-1886

Illusions

Contact us for:

- Colored Soft Contact Lenses
- Permanent Makeup
- Eyelash Extensions
- Airbrush Tanning

1151 1st Ave. Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 232-4014

FACTORY DIRECT • LOW MINIMUMS • FAST TURNAROUND

Certain restrictions on above items. Normal art & setup charges may apply.
Gambling Is Deep In The Blood Of Mexicans

(Daily Wear Contacts $69.00)

STREET GAMES

The main street of Tijuana’s downtown, where all the traffic is thick with people, is a noisy, bustling, and crowded place. There is a constant hum of activity, with cars honking and people shouting. The street is lined with shops, cafes, and bars, and there is a constant stream of people walking down the street.

I was walking down the street with my camera, trying to capture the essence of the place. I was looking for shots that would show the energy and movement of the street, and I was also looking for people who would add life to the scene.

I walked past a group of people playing a game, and I decided to stop and watch. The game was a simple one, but it was fun to watch. I was looking at the people around me, and I was thinking about how much fun they seemed to be having.

I saw a man looking at his phone, and I thought it would be interesting to see what he was looking at. I walked over to him, and I asked him what he was looking at. He was looking at a video on his phone, and he was smiling.

I asked him if I could take a picture of him, and he said yes. I took a picture of him, and I was happy with the result. I then walked away, and I continued to walk down the street.
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""We bring to you a collection of rare and unique items that will make them happy on their faces. Our line includes everything from the latest designer sunglasses to custom-made ties, all at prices that can't be beat. Whether you're looking for something to spruce up your wardrobe or simply need a gift for a special occasion, we have the perfect item for you. We guarantee you won't find our selection anywhere else.""
Dying Is Not The Problem

One day we might be immortal.
Until then, we just stick to the bench press and the raw tuna meat.

by Laurence Goble
photographs by DaveAllen

Bon zadores at the Mission Valley YMCA change up their routines from time to time, mostly to keep boredom at bay. There are the standard weight machines and other routines that are used during a regular work-out while the rest of the members stick to circuits for endurance training.

The idea is to vary the workouts to prevent boredom and to get a varied, all-round workout.

During a recent circuit training session, the members were doing push-ups on parallel bars, sit-ups, pull-ups, and running.

One of the members, an elderly man, was doing push-ups on the parallel bars. He was struggling a bit, but kept going, determined to finish the set.

Another member, a young woman, was doing sit-ups. She was doing them quickly and efficiently, her abs tight and her breathing controlled.

During a break, one of the members asked, "What's the secret to staying fit at your age?" The elderly man, with a smile, replied, "It's all about consistency and dedication." He added, "I've been doing this for years and it's paid off."
IF YOU NEED DENTAL WORK

Dial 011-95-66-16-1516, or 011-95-66-35-3585, or call on Collect in Tijuana, Mexico 06-35-165 or 06-35-3584

SAFEST AIDS PREVENTION CARE

COMPLETE SET OF DENTURES $389.50

PORCELAIN CROWNS $150.00

SINGLE EXTRACTION $12.50

YOU WILL RECEIVE THE MOST EFFICIENT, PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICE.

WE ARE THE ONLY DENTISTS IN THE USA OR MEXICO TO FULLY GUARANTEE YOUR DENTAL WORK FOR 3 YEARS.
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THE LEADER IN BUYING YOUR USED LEV'S SINCE 1989!

We Pay Cash Up To $20 for your used LEV'S 501's Men's Blues

Easter Sale: June 13-15 11 am - 7 pm

5 Locations

10125-6684

Boutique/Shop

618928-9384
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"Longevity seekers will soon be testing their urine and saliva weekly for signs of DNA damage and antioxidant levels.

"If you could see what we've seen the last year, we'd all have a very different outlook on life. We've been through a pandemic, economic turmoil, and social upheaval. It's been a tough year for everyone."
LOCAL COLOR
Cuts and clippings from around the county

Two really intrigued by me possibilities, besides the obvious. "Auntie Madeleine," a friend of the family, and "Uncle Jack," a relative, both offered suggestions. "Auntie Madeleine" suggested that I might try making a cake, while "Uncle Jack" suggested that I might try making a pie. Both suggestions were well-received, and I ended up making both a cake and a pie. The cake was a chocolate cake, while the pie was a cherry pie. Both turned out to be delicious, and I enjoyed them both very much.

FRIDAY, JULY 20

"We two really intrigued by me possibilities, besides the obvious. "Auntie Madeleine," a friend of the family, and "Uncle Jack," a relative, both offered suggestions. "Auntie Madeleine" suggested that I might try making a cake, while "Uncle Jack" suggested that I might try making a pie. Both suggestions were well-received, and I ended up making both a cake and a pie. The cake was a chocolate cake, while the pie was a cherry pie. Both turned out to be delicious, and I enjoyed them both very much.

RATIONAL RECOVERY
An Alternative to AA
435-0225

GRAND OPENING
We invite you to see our newly remodeled and expanded facility!
$197 DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

IF YOU HAVE DRY EYES OR ASTIGMATISM

LENEL ATELLA, M.D.
NEAL ALLEN, M.D.
Paul Barnhart, M.D.
Jeffrey Bove, M.D.
John Cooper, M.D.
Linda Craig, M.D.
Kristen Davis, M.D.
Melissa Ferris, M.D.
Kerry Godfrey, M.D.
Sandra Gottlieb, M.D.
Ruth Hagen, M.D.
Linda Hanson, M.D.
Michele Hopp, M.D.
Jennifer Janson, M.D.
Joan Jones, M.D.
Kelly Ketschau, M.D.
Karen Koren, M.D.
Mizan Lee, M.D.
Samantha Lohr, M.D.
Diana Maciel, M.D.
Lori Martin, M.D.
Katherine Mysliwiec, M.D.
Kristina Nguyen, M.D.
Heather O'Shea, M.D.
Susan Pagan, M.D.
Ashley Pauley, M.D.
Jay Premkumar, M.D.
Sara Redding, M.D.
Shane Redding, M.D.
Eric Rose, M.D.
Sara Schild, M.D.
Lisa Tricas, M.D.
Sara Ullman, M.D.
Lea Harris, M.D.
Jill Wynn, M.D.

SPIRATORY EYE CARE
EYE EXCHANGE

Dr. Michael A. Goldsmit • Dr. Gordon G. Wong
224-2879

All of these patients are being treated for dry eyes and ocular allergies. The treatments are safe, effective, and affordable.

SPORTS ARENA EYE CARE

• Astigmatism
• Allergy
• Dry eye
• Lens replacement
• LASIK

PETE'S OPTICAL

• Glasses
• Contacts
• Frame

All sports are being treated for ocular allergies. The treatments are safe, effective, and affordable.

Allstate Cellular
We have the phone you want at the best price
Call us! Motorola Rechargeable Cellular Phones
Companion 124

LELONG OPTICAL

• Glasses
• Contacts
• Frame

All sports are being treated for ocular allergies. The treatments are safe, effective, and affordable.

I pair contacts (d.w.) $49

1 pair choice from list with purchase of 1 pair.

Stop by office and see what we have to offer!
Phone Matches Success Stories:

Andy Mirabelli and Morgan Wonderly

CLASPY, VERY ATTRACTIVE, blue-eyed blondes. 5'4", 108lbs.

Andy: One of the nice things about Phone Matches is you know pretty much where each other stands and there's no game playing since the purpose is clear.

Morgan: We discovered we both have a lot in common like: fine dining, travel, and being outdoorsy. We found we can even work together. I started doing the design work in Andy's custom cabinet maker business at Rancho airport.

Andy: It worked out great. I discovered Morgan's skills as an interior consultant and designer fit right at what I needed in my business. Shortly after we met we traveled to Hawaii together where Morgan helped me with my home renovation project. Morgan took the whole thing. I was shocked. Morgan's design work and presentation closed the deal.

Morgan: When I arrived at the Top of the Cove, I walked right past him, sitting alone at a table. I thought to myself he was too good looking. He hadn't mentioned anything about his looks over the phone.

Morgan: It's a lot of fun traveling together, mixing business with pleasure. We'd like to do more of that in the future. We're thankful the search is over.

San Diego Reader Phone Matches

1-900-844-6282


guestroom, $.98 first minute from outside San Diego County call 1-900-456-3270 ($1.49/minute)

Bohemian Rhapsody

Children Of Paradise Stage 'N' Screen Extravaganza

In the mood, one of the works that inspired me the most is the film 'Bohemian Rhapsody' directed by Bryan Singer. Children of Paradise (Le Réjouisant de Paradis) is a 1945 film that explores the lives of four young people who come together in Paris during the Belle Epoque era. The film is a romantic and musical fantasy set in the exotic world of the 19th-century Parisian elite. It's a film that has been cherished by film lovers for decades. To celebrate the film's influence, the Children of Paradise Stage 'N' Screen Extravaganza will be held on Saturday, October 21st from 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM at the historic Balboa Theatre in San Diego. The event will feature a special screening of 'Bohemian Rhapsody' followed by a discussion with the film's director, Bryan Singer. The evening will also include a Q&A session with cast members and special guests. A special cocktail reception will be held prior to the screening, and a silent auction of rare film memorabilia will be held throughout the night. The event is open to the public, and tickets are available at the Balboa Theatre's website. Children of Paradise Stage 'N' Screen Extravaganza is a celebration of the film's enduring legacy and a testament to its impact on the film industry. It's an event not to be missed by film lovers and lovers of the film 'Bohemian Rhapsody.'
An Icon Of A Religion That Scarcely Exists

An Evening With Angela Davis And Elizabeth Martinez

A unique evening of provocative conversations will take place on Thursday, August 15th, 6:00 p.m. at the Cantor Arts Center in Stanford, California, as part of the 2019-2020 Season of the Stanford University Program for the Study of Sacred Scripture. The event, titled "An Icon Of A Religion That Scarcely Exists: An Evening With Angela Davis And Elizabeth Martinez," promises to be a thought-provoking exploration of faith and politics.

Angela Davis

Known for her activism and intellectual contributions, Angela Davis is a political activist, scholar, and author. She has been a prominent figure in the civil rights movement and has written extensively on issues of race, class, and gender. Davis has been awarded numerous honorary degrees and has been a visiting professor at various universities around the world.

Elizabeth Martinez

Elizabeth Martinez is a journalist and author who has written extensively on the intersections of faith, politics, and social justice. Her work has been featured in various publications, and she is a frequent speaker at conferences and events focused on these topics.

The event will feature a conversation between Davis and Martinez, moderated by a panel of scholars and activists, as they delve into the complexities of religious and political thought. Attendees will have the opportunity to engage in a dialogue with these influential figures, asking questions and sharing their own insights.

Tickets for the event are available for purchase online through the Stanford University Program for the Study of Sacred Scripture. For more information, visit the event's official website or contact the organizers directly.

---

USA Volleyball's 10th Annual
CORPORATE CHALLENGE

Your support is vital to our Lady Gaga's mission, ensuring that our athletes can train and compete at the highest level. Join us for the USA Volleyball's 10th Annual Corporate Challenge on Saturday, May 15th, at Eastlake's Scoopie Park. This event is open to all corporate teams and individuals who want to challenge themselves and support a good cause.

SIZZLIN' SUMMER NIGHTS!

COAST CAFE

Happy Hour
Monday - Friday, 4 - 6pm

"Wild Sunset Jazz Kickoff Party"

The Heroes

Rory & The Red Hots

Dr. Chloes Sounds

For more information, visit USA Volleyball or call 655-8200.
DYING LIVE
By Abe Opincar

Fire had been one of my traits. The TV screen sported a shining image of a man lying on a hospital bed. He was about to die. I could feel it in my chest. The pain was unbearable. I thought I was going to lose my life to the fire that had engulfed me. My body was writhing in agony as I tried to put out the flames. I was losing consciousness. I knew I had to do something to stop the fire from spreading. I reached for the nearest thing I could find - a fire extinguisher. I sprayed myself with it, hoping to put out the fire. The extinguisher worked. The flames subsided and I was able to breathe again. I was saved.

This Fire Is Burning Out of Control.

My story was told at the 2013 National Disaster Conference in Los Angeles. It was an emotional experience for everyone who had to face the fire itself. Some had lost their loved ones, others had lost their homes. It was not just a fire - it was a disaster that left a lasting impact on the community.

MUSEUMS

Museums are closed to the public on Sundays.

The Antique Cars of Texas: Exhibits of the antique car museum in downtown Houston, featuring various models from the early 1900s to the 1950s. The museum is located at 1234 Main Street, Houston, and is open from 10 AM to 5 PM on weekdays.

The Museum of Natural History: Located in downtown San Antonio, this museum features exhibits on paleontology, anthropology, and environmental science. The museum is open from 9 AM to 5 PM on weekdays and 10 AM to 5 PM on weekends.

The San Antonio Museum of Art: Located in the Pearl District, this museum features exhibits on Mexican and Latin American art. The museum is open from 10 AM to 5 PM on weekdays and 10 AM to 7 PM on weekends.

The Museum of Modern Art: Located in downtown San Antonio, this museum features exhibits on contemporary art. The museum is open from 10 AM to 5 PM on weekdays and 10 AM to 7 PM on weekends.

For more information, please visit the respective museum websites.

MUSIC FRONTIERS: 1993

MAY 12, Wed
8:00 PM Shedd Hall
UCSD, La Jolla

MAY 13, Thurs
7:00 PM Studio A
8:00 PM Shedd Hall
UCSD, Grad Study, UCSD, UCSD, UCSD

CONCERT 1: Sonora, conducted by Robert Roth, works by Haendel, César Franck, and Benjamin Britten.

CONCERT 2: Works by UCSD graduate student composers, plus percussion solo by Nick Helmsten.

CONCERT 3: Recherche String Trio, from Germany, and UCSD musicians - works by European and graduate student composers.

CONCERT 4: Morton Feldmann: Capped Symmetry, with UCSD faculty trio.

CONCERT 5: Recherche String Trio, guest violinist Anupam Tod, plus a U.S. premiere by Brian Ferneyhough.

MOTHER'S DAY CRUISES

MAY 9TH

CHAMPAGNE DINNER CRUISE "DA" 9 PM FOR 2

$199 per couple

HORNBLOWER CRUISES & EVENTS

FOR MORE INFO ON CONCERTS AND LECTURES CALL 359-6404

UCSD MUSIC DEPARTMENT

234-8607

SUNSET CRUISE"DA" 5 PM FOR 2

$125 per couple
**Never Mind the Way He Bows**

Steltzman always knows precisely how much emotion, shaping, emphasis, or subtlety a given phrase needs.

**CLASSICAL LISTINGS**

**REVIEW**

Jonathan Maze

Steltzman's varied repertory was given full stage in a delightful little concert held for the benefit of the New College Music Department and the College of Creative Studies. This was one of those concerts that oneSympathy is reciprocated in kind. When people have to work hard for something, the feelings are more intense, and people are more likely to appreciate what they have. It's the same in music; when musicians have to work hard for something, it's more likely to be appreciated. The same principle applies to other aspects of life, such as relationships, work, and personal achievements. When people put in effort, they tend to feel more connected to what they've accomplished and are more likely to value it.
You've Got It — Now Move It With Ballet & Jazz
DANCE — THE GIFT THAT LASTS
A professional and inspiring show dedicated to quality training
• Ages : 7-90+ Years.
• 38000 sq. ft. of stage space.
• Fully equipped with the latest technology.
• 100+ experienced and professional instructors.

ROKET WATCHES ON SALE
IMMEDIATE CASH

CHICHA LUTE

Seaside Escape
Located between the beach and downtown, Seaside Escape is the perfect place to relax and enjoy the beauty of the ocean.
- Deluxe accommodations for two.
- Complimentary Continental Breakfast.

RAMADA INN
Solana Beach
770 S. Highway 101, Solana Beach
792-8200

Romance For Two $99
Come celebrate romance at the beautiful Inn By The Sea, located on the "beach of pictureque La Jolla Village. Have some fun and play up the two angles own the natural beauty of the Pacific. Enjoy the secluded shops, galleries and boutiques within walking distance of the hotel.
Your Romance Package includes:
- Standard accommodations for 2.
- Delicious breakfast and dinner.
- Complimentary wine and beer.
- Exclusive use of the beach and pool.
- Complimentary beach chairs and umbrellas.
- Complimentary parking.

Hotel Rates: $99 per night.
Call 800-843-8407 or visit our website at www.innbythesea.com

Chocolate Roses For Your Favorite Mom
The Chocolate Union
3241 3rd Ave. • Chula Vista
877-724-4700 or 921-4700

Need A Telephone Number? Have We Got The Answer For You!

YOC MAIL
$1.95 PER ISSUE

277-9100
AMERICAN VOICE MAIL
Office customer service: 800-822-2222

You're invited to dance the night away! Join us for an evening of music and dance with Ballet & Jazz. This event is open to all ages and promises to be a memorable experience.

The North Coast Ballet School
981 A Lane, Suite B-105
Oceanside, CA 92054
858-551-5000

Additional rights and rates available.

SHARP 8300 SERIES

1000 Watt 8300 Series Daily Specials
$2.50

1000 Watt 8300 Series Daily Specials
$2.50

ROMANCE FOR TWO $99
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8460 La Jolla Shores Drive
La Jolla, CA 92037
858-454-3800
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Additional rights and rates available.
SPRING THING '93
DIRECTED BY MARY JO HOBARTH
MAY 13, 14 & 15
MAYAN HALL
8:00 PM
DANCE THEATRE
ANNUAL PRODUCTION
14 SEPARATE WORKS
$6.00 general admission
$3.00 students/seniors
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
441-7200, EXT. 5789

Cafe

MYSTERY DINNER THEATRE

Cafe

EAST WINDS ENTERTAINMENT

THE NATION'S LARGEST

DINNER THEATRE

THE PURIEST DELIGHT... PERSONALS IS A WINNER.

By The New York Post

PERSONALS

A giddy look at the search for love, life and adventure through personal ads. With songs by the composer of Godspell and Little Shop of Horrors.

OPEN MAY 15

CALL 888-2494

THE UNSEEN HAND

A cyclone riff comedy!

"One exhilarating space ride... valiantly original!

CRITICS CHOICE

MOLIERE'S TARTUFFE

THE U.S. PREMIERE OF A BRIGHT NEW

TRANSLATION BY B. RABBITT

DIRECTED BY ROBERT DAVID THOMPSON

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE Initiative

CHARGE BY Phone

474-4342

Sam Shepard's

Tales of the East Parmesan

Old Lady Mary, Sister Mary Soothingly

Sister Mary Tony, Father Tony

In a tale that’s funny, dramatic and

strange, two nuns embark on a

dangerous search of the spirit's

ultimate nature.

FRI, SAT & SUN, 8 PM

 openings are "!

THREE THEATRE

FROM THE MINDS OF THE"
San Diego's Flying Nun of Music, Love, and Anger

"It's a very dark time in music and I don't really like it, I'm sorry to say."

Kirk Douglas' daughter, actress and model, Dina, has written a memoir, "Dina," that explores her father's life and career, as well as her own experiences growing up with him. The book, published by Little, Brown and Company, is set for release on May 9. Dina spoke to The Times about her book and her father's legacy."

"It's a very dark time in music and I don't really like it, I'm sorry to say."

Kirk Douglas' daughter, actress and model, Dina, has written a memoir, "Dina," that explores her father's life and career, as well as her own experiences growing up with him. The book, published by Little, Brown and Company, is set for release on May 9. Dina spoke to The Times about her book and her father's legacy.

"It's a very dark time in music and I don't really like it, I'm sorry to say."

Kirk Douglas' daughter, actress and model, Dina, has written a memoir, "Dina," that explores her father's life and career, as well as her own experiences growing up with him. The book, published by Little, Brown and Company, is set for release on May 9. Dina spoke to The Times about her book and her father's legacy.
San Diego is in danger of getting pigeonholed into that Rocket [From the Crypt] mentality.

"San Diego is in danger of getting pigeonholed into that Rocket [From the Crypt] mentality."
SPRING FLING SWEEPSTAKES
Ticketmaster and the following sponsors are giving away great prizes.

Here's your chance to win!

Ten tickets for any regular season race at the CAYIN SPEEDWAY

Four VIP seats to the SAN DIEGO CELLS 1993-94 Season Opener at the SAN DIEGO SPORTS ARENA

Two tickets to CIRCO BOOBOO at the SAN DIEGO STATE OPEN AIR THEATRE on June 11

Two tickets to any AVALON ATTRACTIONS concert in San Diego between June 1 and September 1

Four tickets to the July 6th performance of the Pacific Symphony Orchestra at IRVINE MEADOWS AMPHITHEATRE during the 1993 season.

Two Brioni Packages which includes the final three days of the 1993 MAZDA 'TENNIS CLASSIC' from August 6-8.

Two tickets to any performance of the 1993 Summer Festival at the STARLIGHT BOWLS.

Two tickets to LES BALLETS AFRICANS on November 18 at SPRECKELS THEATRE.

One official autographed soccer ball from the SAN DIEGO SOCCERERS.

Two tickets to see STAN REARDON at the BILLY UP TAVERN on June 3.

Four tickets to see STEVE MOBLE at the BELLY UP TAVERN on June 28.

One UCSD Theatre Card good for five tickets to any performance of the 1993-94 season at UCSD THEATRE.

Two tickets and four tickets to see Spike and Mike's BEST OF THE FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION at the SAN DIEGO MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART.

Two tickets to any performance for the 1993-94 POMAY CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS season.

Four tickets to LARRY CARLTON on June 13 at CLEVELAND WINDY in Temecula.

To Enter:
Mail your name, age, address, daytime phone and top three prize choices to: Ticketmaster Spring Fling Sweepstakes P.O. Box 882981, San Diego, CA 92168-0291.


Entry forms are available only at Ticketmaster Ticket Centers, including Robinson's-May. Ticket Centers are listed in local telephone directory.
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SPRING FLING SWEEPSTAKES

Ticketmaster and the following sponsors are giving away great prizes! Here’s your chance to win:

- Ten tickets for any regular season race at the CAJUN SPEEDWAY
- Four VIP seats to the SAN DIEGO GULLS 1993-94 Season Opener at the SAN DIEGO SPORTS ARENA
- Two tickets to CINCO DE MAYO at the SAN DIEGO STATE OPEN AIR THEATRE on June 11
- Two tickets to any AVALON ATTRACTIONS concert in San Diego between June 1 and September 1
- Four tickets to the July 4th performance of the Pacific Symphony Orchestra at IRVINE MEADOWS AMPHITHEATRE
- Two tickets to any show at IRVINE MEADOWS AMPHITHEATRE during the 1993 season
- Two suites or packages which includes the final three days of the 1993 MAZDA TENNIS CLASSIC from August 6-8
- Two tickets to any performance of the 1993 Summer Festival at the STARLIGHT BOWL
- Two tickets to LES BALLETS AFRICAINS on November 18 at SPIRECKLES THEATRE
- Two tickets to an autographed soccer ball from the SAN DIEGO SOCCERS
- Two tickets to see the BELLY UP TAVERN on June 3
- Four tickets to see STEVE MOISE at the BELLY UP TAVERN on June 28
- One UCSD Theatre Card good for five tickets to any performance of the 1993-94 season at UCSD THEATRE
- Two tickets and four tickets to see Spyke and Mike’s BEST OF THE FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION at the SAN DIEGO MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
- Two tickets to any performance for the 1993-94 PODIUM CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS season
- Two tickets to LARRY CARLTON on June 15 at CULBERTSON WINERY in Temecula

To Enter:

Mail your name, age, address, daytime phone and top three prize choices to:
Ticketmaster Spring Fling Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 892931, San Diego, CA 92186-0291

Register to win ends May 20, 1993. Mail-in entries must be postmarked by May 20, 1993. Employees of Ticketmaster and all participating venues/players are not eligible to win. Winners will be chosen from a random drawing and will be notified by mail or phone.

Advanced tickets for all these events are available through Ticketmaster Ticket Centers. Including Robinsons-May, Tower Records, Music Plus and select Warehouse locations.

MUSIC TRADER

We pay more for CDs, tapes and videos!
Cafe India
Fine Indian Cuisine

Delicious authentic Indian meals in a traffic-relaxed atmosphere.
Chicken Tandoori, Briyani, Lamb Curry, Chicken al Fajr, Vegetarian Satay

20% Off
Your dinner bill when you present your show ticket.

Lunch Buffet Daily
(Except Buffet Friday only)

Walking distance from
the Sports Arena
3701 Sports Arena Blvd. • 224-7150
Most credit cards accepted

Before or After the Show,
Enjoy San Diego’s “Best Local Beers”!

$1 Beer Happy Hours
Weekday Happy Hours
Mon-Thurs 4-7 pm
Weekend Late-Night Happy Hours
Thurs. 11-1 am

Only 4 blocks from the Civic Theater!

Karl Strauss Brew Pub & Grill
1308 Columbia St. • 234-9999
1st Annual Summer Clearance Sale
Saturday, May 15, 10 am-6 pm • Sunday, May 16, 11 am-6 pm

Many of our manufacturers just made model changes and to help move out "last months" models, we've decided to have a blow-out sale. Unlike other stores who pretend to have a sale every week on merchandise not worth owning at fictitious savings, Sound Company only carries the "best" component models you can buy - in each price range. Seikos do we have a sale, but when we do, look out. Saturday, May 15 and Sunday, May 16 Sound Company will be having storewide sales on high-end stereo, laser disc players, TV's, audio components, Walkmans, car stereo, camcorders, furniture and more. Now you can afford to own the best - don't waste.

Nakamichi CD Player only $249

Delivering exceptionally musical CD reproduction and smooth, reliable operation, the CD-4 exemplifies Nakamichi's uncompromising standards for sonic accuracy and quality manufacture.

The CD-4 is the ideal choice for the enthusiast who desires the basic operational simplicity of a straightforward single-disc CD player, but who nonetheless demands uncompromising musical accuracy. Benefiting from Nakamichi's many years of fundamental research at the forefront of optical disc and digital signal processing technologies, the CD-4 incorporates the most advanced and sophisticated mechanism and circuit designs. And like all Nakamichi products, the CD-4 is the result of an extensive development cycle that includes rigorous "live vs. reproduced" listening tests. It is thus capable of revealing the most intimate musical detail with effortless transparency. Soundstage and ambience information, so often lost during playback with inferior equipment, is reproduced intact with uncanny accuracy. Superbly musical and unusually affordable, the Nakamichi CD-4 represents an exceptional value among today's CD players.

Award-Winning Polk CS100
at its lowest price ever -
FREE!!

That's right, Polk's Grand Prix award-winning center channel speaker is yours — FREE! but purchase any pair of Polk Monitor models (CS40, CS60 or greater or pair CS100 speakers and any other set of Polk book or wall speakers for the free Polk Center Speaker, and you'll score your better theater surround sound system by giving you the award-winning free $169.95 Polk Monitor Center Speaker. Get shopping now and have your Polk Monitor Center Speaker before Father's Day.

All Major Credit Cards Accepted • Financing Available • Two delivery in San Diego area including Encinitas, San Marcos

We carry top-quality items not found in the mass merchandise chain stores!
CASH FOR CDs
THOUSANDS OF USED CDs
Priced from
99¢ TO 7.99

TOWER RECORDS/VIDEO
APPEARING AT:
TITAN PUB
MAY 12

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

ELL CAJON • SPORTS ARENA • COLLEGE AREA

EL CAJON • SPORTS ARENA • COLLEGE AREA

GOO GOO DOLLS

HALL'S IN THE VALLEY
LIVE JAZZ HAPPY HOUR
6 PM-9 PM
Featuring

MAXI'S presents
with The Best Salsa Band
in San Diego

S.O.S. SALSA BAND
 Appearing Sat., May 8
Alan featuring
SARBOSO, KILLER JOE,
JULIO MARTINEZ &
DJ RUDY
FREE ADMISSION BEFORE 10 PM
Drink Specials All Night Long!

11 and over • ID required
For info call 299-3544, 439-6288, 975-1905
Brought to you by LATIN PARTY PRODUCTIONS
1299 Cantera Dr. Bld South • Next to the Renaissance Hotel in Mission Valley

DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT LONG!
Calendar

Movies

Warren Beatty has the plot of a hot-shot lawyer, but one is a little concerned with the fact that, although he does some real good in the courtroom, he seems to be more interested in his personal life than in the cases he's working on. He is a star in all the usual ways: he is handsome, he is articulate, he is witty, and he is well-dressed. And he is also a bit of a charmer, which is not always a good thing. But the film is not about him, it is about the cases he's working on. And the cases are good, but they are not the most interesting part of the film. The film is more about the personal life of the charmer than about the cases he's working on.

The First Great Comedy of Summer '93: "DAVE'S" GOT MY VOTE!

"WINNING, ONE OF THE BEST COMIC ENSEMBLES IN YEARS. A DEAR AND FUNNY MOVIE."

"DELIGHTFUL, FUN. IVAN REITMAN'S BEST WORK SINCE 'GHOSTBUSTERS.'"

"THE SWEETEST, WISEST, WITIEST AND FUNNIEST FILM SINCE... WHO KNOWS WHAT! A SURE-FIRE COMEDY SENSATION."

"IRRESISTIBLE. KEVIN KLINE IS A COMIC MARVEL IN THE JULIETROLE OF HIS CAREER. AN ENTERTAINING, BLESSED +2 WOIRS, IT'S A WINNER!"

"THink SUMMER! Think FUnNY! Think HIT! Think "DAVE!"

"**** FUNNY AND FRIENDS CLEVER. KEVIN KLINE'S FUNNIEST ROLE SINCE 'A FISH CALLED WANDA.'"

MOVIE LISTINGS

The Adventures of Max Pine — This is a sequel to the successful "The Adventures of Max Pine," which was released last year. The film is a comedy about a family of four who go on a road trip across the country in search of a treasure. The film is directed by John Landis and starring John Candy, Charles Grodin, and Goldie Hawn. The film is rated PG-13 and runs for 95 minutes.

Days of Being Wild — This is a film about a young woman who goes to Europe to find her mother. The film is directed by Robert Altman and stars Annette Bening, Gérard Depardieu, and Marisa Tomei. The film is a drama about the relationship between a mother and daughter. The film is rated R and runs for 123 minutes.

Days of Being Wild

The Adventures of Max Pine

KEVIN KLINE / SIGOURNEY WEAVER

DAVE

An IVAN REITMAN Film

KEVIN KLINE / SIGOURNEY WEAVER

DAVE
**Calendar**

MOVIES

- **Like Water for Chocolate**
  - Rating: 7.0
  - Director: Alfonso Arau
  - Starring: Salma Hayek, Miitingel, Elena Anaya, Regina Torre, and Salma Hayek
  - Release Date: September 12, 2001

- **The Searchers**
  - Rating: 7.5
  - Director: John Ford
  - Starring: John Wayne, Jeffords, and Robert Taylor
  - Release Date: October 16, 2001

- **The Player**
  - Rating: 7.2
  - Director: David Cronenberg
  - Starring: Michael Douglas, Michelle Pfeiffer, and Dermot Mulroney
  - Release Date: November 20, 2001

- **How to Make an American Quilt**
  - Rating: 6.8
  - Director: Gail Sander
  - Starring: Joan Allen, Sheri Moon, and Julie Hagerty
  - Release Date: December 25, 2001

**MOVIE DIRECTORY**

**DOWNTOWN**

- **The Birdcage**
  - Rating: 7.3
  - Director: Mike Nichols
  - Starring: Nathan Lane, Robin Williams, and Gene Hackman
  - Release Date: November 22, 2001

- **The American President**
  - Rating: 7.6
  - Director: Rob Reiner
  - Starring: Michael Douglas, Annette Bening, and Andrew McCarthy
  - Release Date: December 25, 2001

- **The Prince of Persia**
  - Rating: 7.1
  - Director: Mike Newell
  - Starring: Johnny Depp, Emily Blunt, and Ben Kingsley
  - Release Date: January 15, 2002

**UP TOWN**

- **L.A. Confidential**
  - Rating: 7.8
  - Director: Curtis Hanson
  - Starring: Russell Crowe, Guy Pearce, and Kevin Spacey
  - Release Date: February 19, 2002

- **The Mask**
  - Rating: 6.9
  - Director: Tom Green
  - Starring: Jim Carrey, Cameron Diaz, and Ben Stiller
  - Release Date: March 13, 2002

- **The Beach**
  - Rating: 7.0
  - Director: Alejandro Inarritu
  - Starring: Leonardo DiCaprio, Penelope Cruz, and Kate Winslet
  - Release Date: April 20, 2002

**BEACHES**

- **Tall Story**
  - Rating: 6.5
  - Director: James Ivory
  - Starring: Billy Crystal, Marisa Tomei, and Ciaran Hinds
  - Release Date: May 17, 2002

- **The Score**
  - Rating: 7.4
  - Director: John Sayles
  - Starring: Benicio Del Toro, Robert de Niro, and Harvey Keitel
  - Release Date: June 21, 2002

**CLARKSVILLE-NEARY MESA-UNIVERSITY CITY**

- **The Mummy**
  - Rating: 6.7
  - Director: Steven Spielberg
  - Starring: Brendan Fraser, Rachel Weisz, and Kevin J. O'Connor
  - Release Date: July 27, 2002

- **Armageddon**
  - Rating: 6.2
  - Director: Michael Bay
  - Starring: Bruce Willis, Ben Affleck, and Liv Tyler
  - Release Date: August 21, 2002

- **The Manchurian Candidate**
  - Rating: 7.6
  - Director: Alan J. Pakula
  - Starring: Denzel Washington, Meryl Streep, and Al Pacino
  - Release Date: September 18, 2002
Endangered Lobster
Thermidor Sighted in La Costa

I always imagined a helicopter hovering, getting ready to deliver Dover sole from England, frog legs from the Mississippi Bayou, lobster from Maine.

It was almost 10 years ago that I was taken to one restaurant on the Peninsula. It was located in La Costa Plaza on El Camino Real and Carpet. The menu, displayed in boldface type, featured wall hangings and over-sized replicas of fine wines and spirits. The service was friendly and superior.

The well-dressed uniforms were always aimed toward the back, where the kitchen was. The waiters were efficient and courteous. If I had a complaint, it was that they seemed to be too cool for school. However, it was a good fit.

One of the dishes I ordered was a beef Wellington. I was surprised to find that the meat was not cooked to my liking. I asked for it to be returned, but it was too late. It was dry and tough. I also ordered a lobster thermidor. It was not as good as I had hoped.

Over the years, I've ordered many times at this restaurant. The service has always been excellent. The prices are reasonable and the portions are generous. I would recommend this restaurant to anyone who enjoys fine dining.

The restaurant is located at 1450 El Camino Real in La Costa Plaza. It's worth a try if you're in the area.
MOTHER'S DAY
Champagne Buffet
On The Waterfront
In Marina Village
$10 Adult + $5 Child
* Parmesan Shrimp
  * BBQ Salad
  * Egg Roll
  * Fried Wonton
  * Paper Wrap Chicken
  * Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
  * Hot Spicy Beef
  * Steer In Soy Garlic Chicken
  * Baked Ham
  * Almond Chicken
  * Egg Foo Young
  * House Special Fried Rice
  * Mandarin Lo Mein
  * Almond and Fortune Cookies
(Mother's Day Buffet only available at Marina Village location)

TREAT MOM TO
SHRIMP FEAST
$8.95
Three combinations of mom's favorite flavors, plus mom's favorite drink. Four portions per order.

AVAILABLE AT ALL 4 LOCATIONS
San Diego, La Jolla, Del Mar, Carlsbad

SUN CHINESE CAFE
1012 3rd Ave, San Diego, CA 92101
619-234-3111

Mother's Day Champagne Buffet
Dockside Restaurant - May 9, 1993
10am-4pm, $35.95, portions include:

- Crystalline Mandarin Orange Butter
- Boneless Beef Short Ribs
- Roasted Garlic and Steak
- White Asparagus with Disco Sauce
- Crunchy Shrimp with Spicy Oil
- Steamed Rice
- Onion Soup
- Green Salad
- Dried Fruit and Nuts
- Fruit Salad
- Cheesecake
- Black Tiramisu
- Lemonade
- Iced Tea

Enjoy a special Mother's Day menu featuring a variety of Chinese dishes and a complimentary orchid for mom! MothersDay ChineseFood SanDiego
TREAT MOM TO BRUNCH ON THE BAY
Mother's Day Brunch - Sunday, May 9, 1993
There's no better way to celebrate Mother's Day than with brunch at the Hyatt Regency with its majestic view of Mission Bay.
Menu Includes:
- Eggs Benedict with Hollandaise Sauce
- Sausage Links, Crisp Bacon Strip
- Mini Waffles with Syrup
- Cheese Blintzes, Country Style Potatoes
- Roast Chicken, Baked Stuffed, Roast Prime Rib of Pork
- Wild Rice, Fresh Vegetables
- Seafood Station, Delicate Assortment of Salads and Cold Foods
- Fresh Baked Bread
- Carving Station featuring Roast Turkey with Gravy and Steamed Beef as Ice
- Omelette Station, Pasta Station
- Scrumptious Deserts
$35 per person with $15.00 Gratuity to be added
$12.00 for Children under 12

Mother's Day Brunch
Brunch Buffet: $29.95
Mother's Day Champagne Brunch Buffet: $35.95

Mother's Day at Manhattan!
Enote Diagnostic New York Italian Cuisine
May 8, 1993

TEMPURA SHRIMP COMBO $12.95

Two for One Dinner, Lunch or Brunch

Mother's Day On the Bay
Seafood House

Karaoke 7 Nights a Week

Happy Mother's Day Pauline Saska

East County & State College

Midway, Old Town, Mission Valley

Restaurants, Drink Specials, Live Entertainment

Call 706-3414 for Reservations
POOR QUALITY ORIGINAL

AMERICAN MESSAGE CENTERS
297-9494

FREE

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

PICTURE STORY

by the San Diego Historical Society

It seems a far cry from today's radio transmitters and dashboard-mounted computers, but in 1913 this control panel, centerpiece of San Diego's $16,000 Gamewell Police Alarm System, was considered state of the art. Boat officers accessed the system by yanking on hooks set inside street-corner call boxes. A typical year's police budget around that time included $20.35 for the feeding of jurys, $42 for interpreters' fees, and $900 for the boarding and shoeing of horses. (Squad cars didn't supplant San Diego's horse-mounted patrols until 1916.)

(From the Tom Collection)
HOW TO RESPOND TO PHONE MATCHES

1-900-844-6282

To respond to Reader Phone Matches™ ads, call 1-900-844-6282 (60c per minute, Visa only)

*When you hear the tone at the end of the ad, you have 24 hours to respond to the ad.*

PLEASE NOTE: Reader Phone Matches™ are phone service that allows you to respond to reader initiated sessions. This allows both you and the reader to place phone calls to one another. This service is not affiliated with any other service or company. If you have any questions, call 1-900-844-6282.

FROM OUTSIDE SAN DIEGO COUNTY CALL 1-800-464-3370

READER PHONE MATCHES™

Upcoming Singles Events

Win Great Prizes!

- Receive a free, 3-month Phone Matches™ subscription
- Enter a drawing for a free trip to Hawaii
- Win a year's supply of food
- Design a community event

Join Us Tonight!

Kick Up Your Heels!

Join your single friends and join us for country-rock sounds at Club Max!

Party to the Max!

Here’s your opportunity to kick off a season of romance at the Wind & Waves Cafe Max. Party til late, racing and great food. $5 cover.

Promo ad for Reader Phone Matches™

You’re Single. We’re Free. Why Wait?

Introducing Reader Phone Matches™ - A Great Place to Meet Singles.

We provide a system for personal matchmaking ad to the Reader Classifieds. You also receive a free "voice mailbox" - a phone service that allows you to record and receive messages from any reader's phone.

How to Place Your Ad:

To place a free Phone Matches ad, fill out the coupon below and mail it to: Reader Phone Matches, P.O. Box 2373, San Diego, CA 92112. Ads can be placed for $25 per additional line. It's the easiest way to meet someone new.

How to Use Your Voice Mailbox:

To access your voice mailbox, call 1-800-464-3370 and follow the easy instructions. You can record a personal ad or listen to messages from other users.

Questions? Call 1-800-464-3370 or visit your local Reader Classifieds.

Promo ad for Reader Phone Matches™
**North Park Imports**

Serving San Diego since 1972 *Complete Car Care Services*

**TOYOTA • NISSAN • HONDA • VW**

Spring Tune-up* $63.50

Guaranteed 6 months/6,000 miles

*Offer may vary with type of car. Please call for details.

**ARMOUR TRUCK & AUTO REPAIR**

- **Timing Belt + Clutch Special** $79.95
- **CV Joint Boot Special** $99.95
- **Computerized Timing** $199.95
- **Brakes Flush** $12.95

**EXPRESS AUTO FINANCING**

Good Credit? Bad Credit? No Credit? Why Worry?

Call now for the express approval by phone for all your car financing needs.

Purchasing Agency OK, Military OK,

Same Time Approval

Call 292-9900

Ask for Brian, Special Financing

**DISCOUNT BRAKES & ALIGNMENTS**

SPECIALIZING IN BRAKES, FRONT END, STRUTS, SHOCKS, ALIGNMENTS, CLUTCHES, TUNE-UPS, TRANSMISSIONS, DATING, TIPS & OIL CHANGED

**BRAKES**

- **24% Off**
- **$47 Special**

**CV JOINT BOOT SPECIAL**

- **$14.95**

**TUNE-UP**

- **$25.95**

**COMPUTERIZED FRONT END ALIGNMENT**

- **$17 Special**

**OIL CHANGE SPECIAL**

- **$11.49**

**TRANSMISSION SERVICE**

- **$18 Special**

**GAS STRAIGHT**

- **$35 Off**

50% off alignment with every brake job.

Call for an appointment: 344-4400

7753 Balboa Avenue, Suite B, Kearny Mesa

Forth County, San Diego, California 92154

379-4910 379-4921 379-4930 379-4922
**Phoenix Beats Mongolia**

The once-magnificent L.A. Lakers, leaders of the NBA since the 1960s, are long gone. One factor, this has tragic, and you're going to inherit.

L.A. didn't beat. 388. 388. They own the worst record of any team in the playoffs. "From the bottom of the National League. I don't think. Look at the Los Angeles Lakers. Two games behind, beating the St. Louis Hawks."

They are the standard bearers of the West. Which makes it all the more extraordinary that, as the start of this season, the Lakers have beaten the Hawks in the first 2-20 record. And, L.A. did it the hard way, beating the Hawks in Phoenix. No matter how hard it has been over there, and no matter how many times they have played on the road, the Lakers just keep winning.

L.A. has a truly extraordinary performance, its winning depends on whom you ask. But for L.A. coach Frank Vogel, it will probably lose his job. For Lakers fans, it's a good reason to watch the games on TV and not pay off betting a head-to-head for another day.

As L.A. has struggled through an opening four-game gauntlet, the Lakers held their own in a game that was their best effort. Los Angeles didn't score more than 115 points in an opening four-game stretch, but they started the game at 55 points. During the nine first games, the Lakers averaged 92 points, with a regular season average of 103.

After the game, Phoenix coach Paul Westphal called the Lakers a team that hasn't shown its best form yet. "They're going to beat the Hawks. We win, Tuesday, 2-20, beating the Hawks, beating the Hawks, beating the Hawks."

"I think that, if we'll start a day closing franchise and take long baths on every bench in the West." The last game was a 74.

SUN-MAJOR, TUESDAY's game was a 3-20, beating the Hawks.


And here we go, into the third quarter. The Phoenix Suns started the second half, but the Phoenix Suns have taken command at the 40th quarter.

Barry is brilliant, pulling his team along. Small Lakers surge at end of 1st. Suns lead by 5. 8-30 now. Only 5. 8-30 now.

And the red carpet is between the Phoenix Suns and the Monarch. During the first two quarters of the Phoenix, the Monarch, took the lead. A 1-20 team, the Monarch. The Monarch are in the top quarter.

Monarch played a game where they scored only 1-20 points. Tuesday's game the Monarch covered the 4th quarter and scored 3-20.

Suns tie it at 8-30, then lose it at 10-30. The Monarch, 12-30, the new lead. Los Angeles is holding its own, but already.

Suns tie it at 11-30, then lose it at 13-30. Westphal has Gary Foster's help.

Four point game, 13-20, Phoenix up, 1-20. Phoenix has two three-pointers and Los Angeles has no three-pointers. L.A. is in a hole, 2-20, needing a comeback. L.A. is on the move, 3-20, coming back, 5-20.

"The Phoenix Suns, 1-20, are the team to beat." The Lakers, 1-20, are a "good team." The Phoenix Suns, 1-20, are the team to beat.

And here we go, into the third quarter. The Phoenix Suns started the second half, but the Phoenix Suns have taken command at the 40th quarter.